ITENOS stands for more than 25 years of
ICT experience. We put our faith exclusively in
state-of-the-art technologies, so we
always deliver the best solution.

Business Internet Service:
Your secure IP VPN location
networking
High-performance location networking is essential for the efficiency
and competitiveness of every enterprise. More and more business
processes are running online: data is centralized in the cloud,
and the demand for bandwidth is skyrocketing. At the same time,
requirements for flexibility, functionality and service are constantly
growing, accompanied by rising cost pressure. This makes secure and
stable IP VPN networking indispensable. Business Internet Service
(BIS) is the solution for comprehensive, secure communication
between sites as well as remote and home office access.

Fast, secure and professional data transfer
We take care of secure IP VPN networking, so that you have
more time for your core business. ITENOS Business Internet
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managed routers for professional data transfer. From router
procurement and configuration to central administration and
essential incident management, we offer everything from a single
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source – tailor-made and professional with high-performance.
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To meet all of your specific needs, you can combine your
Business Internet with MPLS solution concepts. In addition,
BIS is ideal as a basis for SD-WAN overlay solutions. Thanks
to ITENOS carrier management and the latest wireless mobile
device connections, BIS is available anywhere and anytime.
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Our strengths with BIS
Fast and secure networking

ITENOS SD-WAN integration

IP VPN networking of corporate branches and home

Compatible with modern SD-WAN as an overlay

office connections with various technologies, including
xDSL, FTTH, LTE and 5G

Router management according to customer demand

ITENOS carrier management

Tailor-made service from a single source: from router

Access to advanced carrier and access technologies

procurement and configuration to central administration,
including incident management

Tailor-made ITENOS WLAN solutions

MPLS integration

Secure, flexible and future-proof

Compatible with existing or new MPLS solution concepts
such as ITENOS ProtectService

Your ITENOS benefits
We are the first choice for SMEs when it comes to custom ICT solutions from a single source:
• Customized and tailor-made network concepts

• An ITENOS customer team for all services and
processes, with 360° support

• Agile implementation of customer requirements

• Own service desk in Germany

• Stringent security standards
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“To meet the growing demand for flexibility, functionality
and service, we network your corporate locations over the
fast and secure Business Internet Service. With ITENOS as
a professional, experienced and reliable partner, you can
fully concentrate on your core business.”

